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Digital Engagement Platforms: Webinars
Platform

Description

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Meetings Interactive group
meetings with instant
$154.99/month for Pro
Inform - Involve
https://zoom.us
About the Platform
polling and group
Package
collaboration features such
as break out groups and
Meetings
Interactive group
chat.
meetings with instant
https://www.
$19.95/month/host for
Inform - Involve
About the Platform
polling and group
webex.com
Plus Package
collaboration features such
as Q&A features.
Meetings Interactive group
meetings with chat, screen
0AW%20SEM%20%7C%20BKWS%20~%20EXA%20%2F%2F%20Google%20Meet%20%2F%2F%20Google%20Meet-KWID_43700053421841525-kwd-299356619278&utm_term=KW_go
Free
Inform - Involve
About the Platform
share, and closed
captioning. Allows easy
integration and set-up with
Meetings Interactive group
https://www.
google calendar. Limited
$249/month for Pro
meetings with chat, polls
Inform - Involve
About the Platform
gotomeeting.
customization and
package
and surveys, and event
com/webinar
management features;
management. Ideal for
ideal
for 1:1Interactive
or small group
Meetings
group
large
events and public
meetings/presentations.
with
guided
https://icebreaker. meetings
gatherings.
While
its
Free; beta version
Inform - Involve
About the Platform
conversation
video
GoToMeetingsgames.
is ideal for
Allows
smallerbuilding
groups.
relationships before actual
events take place,
therefore building longKumoSpace
Inform - Involve
About the Platform
term engagement. The first
step is to gather people in a
real-time group chat, then
organize 1:1 video
conversations. In-app
messaging can help further
the conversations and help
attendees connect before
they even attend the actual
event or meeting.
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Digital Engagement Platforms: Streaming
Platform

Description

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

restream
Pratul Suggestion
Streaming Allows
simulcast of live or onBased on amount of admin
Inform
demand video feed from
users
meetings, events, and
presentations. Ideal for
Streaming Live content is
pairing on top of video
$99 to $999/month.
transcoded
https://video.ibm. automatically
software like Zoom to
Inform
Custom
pricing for large
in the cloud for delivery to
com
stream out to platforms like
enterprise
virtually any device, with
Facebook, YouTube,
adaptive bitrate support to
LinkedIn,
Instagram,
etc.
Streaming
Supports
live
reach a range
of
https://www.
streaming,
multi-bitrate
Starter $5/month. Custom
speeds.
Inform
jwplayer.com/live- connection
transcoding,
simulcast
to
pricing
for larger enterprise.
Includes support for
streaming/
FB
Live and
website
and real-time
social network
analytics.
The service
embedding.
Streaming Their live event
advertises itself as simple$199 to $999/month.
https:
platform offers users the
to-use with a four-step
Inform
Custom pricing for large
//streamshark.io ability to efficiently and
process for beginning a live
enterprise
reliably manage the
stream.
different
phases
of an
Streaming
Provides
event’s
stream
while
comprehensive live
https://www.
$289/month for Premium
ensuring
reach
Inform
streamingmaximum
and online
video Plan or single event pricing
dacast.com
and
reliability
of
the
live
hosting services. Users can
stream
its multi-vendor
embed via
videos
on their own
approach
websites while maintaining
Digital Engagement Platforms: Presentations & Events
100% control of their
content.Description
Platform
Cost
IAP2 Spectrum
https://www.
socialive.us

About the Platform

About the Platform

About the Platform

About the Platform

About the Platform

How it works

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Cost

Meetings / Surveys /
https://publicinput. Texting Brings together
Custom based on
virtual and traditional
com
population
channels of communication
and planning into one
Meetings
Surveys /host
database. /
Broadcast,
Interactive
Mapping
meetings, stream, conduct
Allows virtual town halls
Custom based on
https://civilspace.io surveys, track responses by
embedded
on site
population
demographics,
andwith
textecomments
and
toxicity
campaigns
filters. Includes custom
engagements with
Meetings / Presentations
interactive polling, scenario
Interactive Q&A, chat, and
https://www.
budgeting, mapping, and
$62-139/month
polls create real
crowdcast.io
prioritizing
conversation. Connect
through HD streaming,
Meetings
/ Conferences
invite attendees
on screen
https://qiqochat. Integrates over Zoom,
$0.01 cent/minute/person
(up to 4), and broadcast to
com/about
or other custom packages
giving
participants
freedom
platforms like Facebook
to
move
between
breakout
Live, Periscope and
rooms
forLive.
hosting
Meetings
/
Facilitation
YouTube
$49-99/month. Custom
conferences
or workshops,
https://www.
Interactive brainstorming
pricing for large
a
main
room
for
keynotes,
meetingsphere.com sessions, anonymous rating
organizations
and
a live cafe
roomand
for
to idenfity
priorities,
informal
interactions.
Each
professional
facilitation for
Meetings
/ Presentations
room
has an
embedded
web
conferencing
$1200/yr +$400/additional
Interactive
Q&A,
chat,
google
doc
for
https://www.sli.do
user for Corporate Plan
quizzes,
and
polls
create
collaboration.
real conversation.
https://proudcity.
com

Meetings / Website /
Forms Creates a website
for posting/streaming
meetings, agendas, forms,
and other information

$0.01 cent/resident for
Standard Plan

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Inform

About the Platform

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Inform

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Cost

Meetings / Events /
$50 to $950/month (COVID
Workspace Live virtual
https://remo.co
discount 20% off)
event and networking
space, broadcast
capabilities,
and real-time
Meetings / Events
/
face-to-face
engagement.
https://www.
Media Monitoring
/ Press
Contact for price
Live
Q&A, freedom
tospace
roam
intrado.com
Distribution
A single
a
to different
forroom
hosting
meetings/live
breakout
spaces
video
chat
and
managing
Meetings / Events
Delivers
digital
media
endhttps://www.inxpo. all
flash-free, audioand
or video
Contact for price
to-end
communications
com
presentations for internal
with
social/news
listening,
and external audiences.
virtual
event
design,(see
Now
part
of Intrado
Events
/ Presentations
streaming,
social
media
https://www.evia. above)
Focuses
on user
content hubs,
and more.
Contact for price
events
experience
provides
Track who isand
talking
about
pre-event.
live, streaming,
the organization.
Equipped
and
post-event
with
cloud-based
software
Events / Presentations
https:
management.
Technical
and
AI
tech
to
connect
$3,995 to $11,995/year or
Fully-integrated, cloud//speakerengage. team
your
custom
people
with the
custom packages
baseddesigns
platform,
designed
com
streaming
solution with
organization
for
event organizers.
redundancies
in.from
They
Removing
the built
chaos
Events
/ Presentations
work
closely
with
AV
and
event
execution
with event
Presentation
software,
https://www.
Custom Enterprise
network
vendors
toevent
end-to-end
virtual
integrated
audience
glisser.com
packages
mitigate
risk. automated
management,
response system
and event
follow-ups,
AI predicted
analytics platform.
The
Meetings
/ File
Sharing /
notifications,
compliance
audience participation
app
Texting
Host online
https://www.
$19.99/user/month for
and
security
shares
slides from
meetings and screen
ringcentral.com
advanced package
presentations to personal
sharing with up to 100
devices instantly, then uses
participants. Seamlessly
audience interaction to
transition between
chat, file
improve theDigital
delegate Engagement Platforms:
sharing, video, and web
experience and provide
meetings.
Allows sharing
Platform
Description
Cost
powerful
event analytics.
content, presentations, and
Audience Response
files in local storage or
Systems w/ slide sharing,
directly from Dropbox and
live polling, digital Q&A,
Google Drive.Works in
Twitter wall
tandem with Zoom.
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Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Decision-Making
IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Cost

Meetings / Surveys /
https://publicinput. Texting Brings together
Custom based on
virtual and traditional
com
population
channels of communication
and planning into one
Meetings
Surveys /host
database. /
Broadcast,
Interactive
Mapping
meetings, stream, conduct
Allows virtual town halls
Custom based on
https://civilspace.io surveys, track responses by
embedded
on site
population
demographics,
andwith
textecomments
campaigns and toxicity
filters. Includes custom
engagements with
Surveys / Interactive
interactive polling, scenario
Educates the
https://metroquest. Mapping
<$19,000 based on
budgeting, mapping, and
public about the project
com
population
prioritizing
proposal, obtains feedback
on planning options, and
Polling / Crowdsourcing /
helps identify priorities and
http://www.
Interactive Mapping
Contact for price
trade-offs
streetwyze.com
Obtains crowdsourced
information on real-time
community
conditions, /
Interactive Documents
aggregates
data to show
Surveys / Network
create
https://decidim.org local perspectives and
Free; open-source
spaces for participation
patterns
such
as
"healthy
(initiatives, assemblies,
food
options"
or "safe
processes
or consultations)
Surveys
/
Interactive
walking
neighborhood"
and enrich them through
http://actionpath. Mapping Educates the
the multiple available
Free; phone app
org/
public
about nearby
local
components
(meeting
info,
issues,
feedback
on
surveys,obtains
proposals,
voting,
conditions,
and
helps
Crowdfunding
/ Network
follow-up of results,
identify
priorities
and
tradeShare
projects
and
have
comments).
Ideal
for
online
https://ioby.org/ offs. location-based
Free; website
civic
community
members
collaboration
but does not
engagement
platform with
for
crowd
fund.capabilities.
Equipped
have video
Android smartphones
fundraising
techniques and
Surveys Scientific survey
page creation. Ideal for
approach. Users decide to $5000-$25,000 depending
creating matching funds for
vote via email, text, or
on the survey
local projects
voice. FlashVote filters the
results by physical
addresses and uses other
tools to verify the validity of
responses. Results can be
ready in 48 hours.

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Polling / Surveys Polco
uses local voter databases
Polco
to verify the validity of
responses. Polco promotes
the survey via social media
Polling
/ Surveys
/ on
and imbeds
questions
Ideation
This
online
tool
the web.
Mind Mixer
has visual preference
survey, dialogues, idea
mapping, idea challenges
Interactive Mapping /
(residents propose and
Forums The platform for
vote on solutions).
coUrbanize
planning and zoning
projects include online
community forum and
Interactive
mapping
/
interactive maps
to share
Ideation
The
platform
a
plans, gather feedbackfor
and
Social Pinpoint
wide
range
of
projects
visual preference data
includes
forums,
(includessurveys,
basic translation
mapping,
idea
wall,
serves
and SMS features).
Surveys/
budgetingForum /
Ideation Engagement HQ
Bang the Table
software includes various
features that can be a
activated depending on the
Budgeting
/ Simulation
project: forums,
ideas,
Educates
residents
about
mapping, stories, polls,
Balancing Act
budget
allocations
and
surveys, Q&A.
alternatives and gather
informed input about
Budgeting
/ Forecasting /
priorities.
https://opengov. budget
Simulation Collaborative
com/products/the- budget planning with a
opengov-erp-cloud cloud-based software. A
budget dashboard allows
Surveys
/ Polling /
inter-departmental
Mapping
/ Ideation
Craft
https://the-hive.
collaboration,
performance
engagement
websites
com.au
tracking, comments, with
a
suite oftrends,
tools toand
interact
visualize
simple
with
the
public.
A
publication
dashboard allowing use of
apps to gather input and
allow interactive Q&A,
polls, surveys, maps, and
other features

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

$2,000-$32,000
based on population and
service features

Inform - Involve

How it Works

$8,500/project for
population >100,000;
$19,000/project for
population 500,0000-1M

Inform - Collab

How it Works

$499/month

Inform - Consult

How it Works

Contact for price

Inform - Collab

Demo & Features

$8,000 - $20,000/year

Inform - Consult

Features

Inform - Collab

Demo

Contact for price

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Contact for price

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

$5,000-10,000/year

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Surveys / Polling /
Ideation / Stakeholder
https://ethelo.com
Mapping Supports different
modalities of engagement
to understand stakeholder
Surveys
Visual
Mapping
priorities/and
collaborate
Visualize
ideas
and
points
on effective strategies.
view
to
move
https://pol.is/home of
Allows voting, priority
conversations
forward.
mapping, stakeholder
Creates
interactive
surveys
mapping, and scenario
for
visual
mapping
and
AI
analysis
Meetings / Petitions /
analytics showing
Host online
https://citizenos. Ideating
consensus and divergence.
meetings
with interactive
com
Q&A, discussions, and
voting. Create petitions and
Threads
/ Ideating
/
widgets based
on pro/con
Surveys
/
Polling
Platform
https://www.
format for arguments.
acts like an email thread
loomio.org/
with integrated polling,
surveys, priority setting to
Websites
/ Stakeholder
actively facilitate
decisionhttps:
Mapping
/
Surveys
/
making. Ideal
for internal
//neighborland.
Forums
Enables
communications.
com
stakeholder engagement
and citywide mapping to
Ideation
/ Forumsand
Create
engage residents
https://www.
engagement
portals
that
manage projects. Includes
discuto.
allow
idea
threads,
forums,
tools like interactive
io/en/ideation
and
stakeholder
forums,
surveys, email
mapping,
communications
and automated
Polling
/ Surveys Collect
https://www.
email/texts.
Used
by the
live responses
during
polleverywhere.
city/county
of
San
online/physical meeting by
com
Francisco.
inviting audience to
respond on a website or
Polling
Surveyson
Add
texting a/number
thier
questions
and
polls
to
https://www.
phones. Responses appear
presentations.
mentimeter.com
in an animatedWhen
graphyou
or
present,
the
audience
chart embedded in theuses
their
smartphones to
presentation.
connect to the presentation
wjere they can answer and
give feedback in real-time.

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Contact for price

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

Contact for price

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Free; open-source

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

$4/month/person

Inform - Empower

About the Platform

$2,000/month for single
project or custom pricing
for Citywide Plan

Inform - Collab

About the Platform

$1,089/month for
Enterprise plan

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

$84/month for teams or
$9,999 for an Enterprise
license

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

$24.99/month for Pro

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Polling / Surveys Survey
tool used to connect with
https://www.
surveymonkey.com people via email, website,
or social media. Templates
allow easy creation of
surveys and polls..
Typeform

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

$75/user/month for
Premier plan or custom
pricing for Enterprise plan

Inform - Consult

About the Platform

Like PollEV
Meeting Sift

Digital Engagement Platforms: SMS & Messaging
Platform

Description

Interactive Text Web
platform that sends,
receives, and analyzes text
messages. Provides visual
data analytics and insights
Interactive Text Launch
for projects and text
https://www.hustle. text campaigns with
campaigns.
customizable scripts. The
com
dashboard allows 1000+
texts at once that presents
Interactive Text Peer-toitself as a local number.
peer texting platform that
https://www.
Automated prompts allow
allows you to set a
getthru.io
for faster responses.
measurable goal for every
Customizable scripts can
campaign, create fully
be in any language.
customizable scripts, text
200 people every
min/team member.
ThruText’s easy-to-use
interface helps you quickly
track goals, manage
contacts, and view
https://www.
textizen.
com/welcome

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

Contact for price (included
in Granicus plan)

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

$0.19/contact in the CRM,
with discounts for yearlong subscriptions/large
databases

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

$.08 per outbound
message + $100 set up fee,
discounts for monthly bulk
texts

Inform - Involve

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Description

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

Mass Texting Upload your
spreadsheet or connect
$.05/outbound text and $.
https://callhub.io
Inform - Involve
your CRM to upload
03/inbound text.
contacts, create your mass
text campaign with a
Message Management
$34.99/user/month for
customizable script, and
Aggregate messages from messaging, video, phone,
schedule your message to
s://www.ringcentral.com/digital-customer-engagement.html#ring-cc
Inform - Involve
all digital channels.
open platform Premium
go out to the contacts you
Connect on the channels
package
choose. Note that contacts
your customers prefer,
must explicitly opt in to
including messaging
receive mass texts.
(Apple Business Chat,
Co:Sensus
Facebook Messenger,
WeChat, etc.), in-app
messaging (iOS® and
Android™), social
media
Digital
Engagement Platforms: Media Monitoring
(Facebook®, Twitter,
Instagram,
etc.), live chat
Platform
Description
Cost
IAP2 Spectrum
with contextual information
access, email, and
consumer
review
portals.
Social Media
Management
Use
AI
to
automatically
Schedule social media
$99/mo for 25 social
https://buffer.com classify and allocate
Inform
content and measure
accounts and 6 users.
incoming
messages.
72+
results.
language recognition.
Social Media Management $129/mo includes 20 social
https://hootsuite. Schedule social media
media profiles, unlimited
Inform
posts, manage social
com
scheduling, and up to 3
media content, and monitor
users.
social media results.
Content Management
Online abuse and
https://jigsaw.
N/A
harassment stops people
google.com
from engaging in
conversation. Products
Social Media Archive
provide ways to reduce
https:
Stores social media
toxicity, and ensure
$599/month for Premium
N/A
//archivesocial.
content, comments, and
everyone can safely
com
public interactions for use
participate in online
in records requests, legal
conversations.
storage requirements, and
social media management

How it works

About the Platform

About the Platform

How it works

About the Platform

About the Platform

About the Platform

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

https://www.
pagefreezer.com

https://www.
smarsh.com

Platform

Description

Cost

IAP2 Spectrum

Social Media Archive
Pagefreezer simplifies
Custom packaging
N/A
compliance and litigation
by automatically archiving
websites, social media,
Social Media Archive
mobile text messages, and
Capture and archive social
enterprise collaboration
Custom packaging
N/A
media conversations.
platforms in a cloud-based
Allows searching and
dashboard.
reviewing social media
conversations alongside
Digital Engagement Platforms: Supplemental Support
other electronic
communications in the
Cost
IAP2 Spectrum
Smarsh Description
Connected Archive.

Tracking / Notetaking AIpowered personal
notetaking during
meetings. Clarke silently
listens, records, and
Voice
Transcription
Offers
analyzes
the conversation.
automated
https://www.rev. transcription,
Clarke outlines the call and
transcription,
com
next steps in aenglish
secure, easy
captions
& subtitles, and
to use dashboard
foreign subtitles (w/ 8
Voice Transcription Offers
languages) They can
transcription, automated
handle English audio with
https://trint.com
transcription, english
multiple speakers, diverse
captions & subtitles.
accents, and background
Creates searchable,
Voice
Offers
noise. Transcription
All caption files
are
editable interactive
transcritps
for compliant
English
FCC and ADA
https://scribie.com transcripts with speech-toaudio/video.
The 508
and meet Section
text software and multitranscripts
are provided as
requirements.
user editing of transcripts.
Microsoft Word,
Video Captions Simple
OpenDocument Text,
https://streamtext. scheduling tools for
Adobe PDF and plain text
managing events and no
net
files, and are time-coded.
third party plugins needed.
Embed live text captions
on streaming vidoes,
WebEx video integration,
mobile, and browser.

How it works

About the Platform

About the Platform

How it works

Contact for price

N/A

About the Platform

$0.25 cents/min to $1.25
/min & $3-7/min for
foreign subtitles

N/A

About the Platform

$48 to $68/month

N/A

About the Platform

$0.10 cents/min
Automated & $0.80
cents/min Manual

N/A

About the Platform

$0.06 to $0.09 cents/min

N/A

About the Platform

Digital Engagement Platforms
Platform

Whimsical

Miro

Mural
Lucid

Description

Cost

Visual Collaboration
$0/mo/user up to 4
Stickies, flowcharts,
boards OR $10/mo
wireframes, mind maps
unlimited
(supports other software
integration).
Visual Collaboration
Team 5+ ($8/month/user)
Stickies, kanban,
Business 20+
mindmaps, user stories and
($16/month/user)
other frameworks, free
form
notes, Jira and
Visualsticky
Collaboration
other
software
Up to 50 ($12/month/user)
Stickies, lots of integration.
team
50+ ($20/month/user)
frameworks (i.e.
prioritization, etc.).
$8/month
Like Mural, bit easier to navigate

IAP2 Spectrum

How it works

N/A

About the Platform

N/A

How it Works

N/A

Demo

